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Generalized smectic-hexatic phase diagram
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The phase transitions from a smectic-C to a tilted hexatic phase are known to form a first-order transition
line that terminates in an isolated critical point, beyond which there is supercritical evolution of bond-
orientational order without a thermodynamic transition. Recent experiments strongly suggest that smectic-A
~Sm-A! to hexatic-B ~Hex-B! transitions are also first order, albeit in some cases very weakly so. A generalized
smectic-hexatic phase diagram is proposed that unifies phase transitions involving tilted- and untilted-smectic
and hexatic phases. Current information about Sm-A– Hex-B phase transitions is summarized and discussed in
the context ofquasicritical behavior.@S1063-651X~98!00103-2#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 64.60.Fr
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of bulk hexatic phases, which exhibit lon
range bond orientational order~BOO! but short-range in-
plane positional order has been a very active field of rese
@1#. There are two aspects of this field: one involves until
structures and the smectic-A ~Sm-A! to hexatic-B ~Hex-B!
transition, and the other involves transitions from the tilt
smectic-C ~Sm-C! to either of two tilted hexatics that ar
denoted here as hexatic-F (Hex-F) and hexatic-I (Hex-I )
@2#. The latter are usually denoted as smectic-F ~Sm-F! and
smectic-I ~Sm-I ! for historical reasons, but the notation
Hex-F and Hex-I stress the essential BOO nature of the
phases.

For symmetry reasons, Sm-C–Hex-F ~or Hex-I ! transi-
tions must be first order, and this first-order transition li
can terminate in an isolated critical point beyond which
BOO evolves supercritically without a thermodynamic tra
sition @3,4#. Since there is a coupling between the tilt ord
parameterQ5u exp(if) and the bond-orientational orde
parameterC5uCuexp(i6c), the tilt induces BOO in the Sm
C phase. The situation is analogous to that of the liqu
vapor transition in a simple fluid, except that th
Sm-C– Hex-F ~or Sm-C– Hex-I ! critical point is not an
Ising point but belongs to a new universality class@3#. Ex-
perimental evidence for this critical point has been obser
calorimetrically for a mixture of 8SI18OSI ~methylbu-
tylphenyl octylbiphenyl-carboxylate and its octyloxybiph
nyl analog! @4# and from x-ray smectic layer thickness da
for a mixture of ~10!OSI1TB10A ~terephthalbis-
decylaniline! @5#.

The Sm-A– Hex-B phase transition in untilted system
has been even more widely investigated. The thermal p
erties near such transitions have been extensively revie
by Huang and Stoebe@6#, and there are numerous structur
studies ~for example @7–9#!. There are two types o
Sm-A– Hex-B materials: those exhibiting a
Sm-A– Hex-B– Cr-E phase sequence and those exhibitin
Sm-A– Hex-B– Cr-B sequence. Cr-B and Cr-E are three-
dimensional~3D! plastic crystal-B and plastic crystal-E, and
571063-651X/98/57~3!/3015~6!/$15.00
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the latter has herringbone order~HBO! in the rotational ori-
entations about the long axis of the liquid-crystal molecu
In the case of Hex-B phases that transform into Cr-E on
cooling there is short-range HBO in the hexatic phase, wh
Hex-B phases that transform into Cr-B on cooling show no
HBO fluctuations.

Since the BO order parameterC which describes the six
fold azimuthal modulation hasXY symmetry, the Sm-
A–Hex-B transition was expected to exhibit 3D-XY critical
behavior. However, this is not consistent with the expe
mental effective heat-capacity exponentsaeff.0.5– 0.65
@6,10# or the BO order-parameter effective exponentsbeff
.0.15– 0.25@8,11#. In addition to this, recently reporte
heat-capacity results on two-layer films@12# do not agree
with the expectations of 2D melting theory.

A number of theoretical models have been proposed
address the coupling betweenC and tilt @3#, HBO @13#, po-
sitional densityr @14,15#, and smectic layer fluctuationsu
@16#. Although these models have yielded seve
successes—scaling of the harmonics in the tilted HeI
phase of supercritical 8OSI@15,17# and the temperature
variation of layer thickness in 46OBC ~butyl-
hexyloxybiphenyl-carboxylate! @7,14#—none has explained
the detailed behavior near the Sm-A–Hex-B transition. Re-
cent calorimetric studies of 65OBC@10# and 3~10!OBC @18#
suggest that all Sm-A–Hex-B transitions are at least weakl
first order but with very large pretransitional fluctuationCp
wings.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a general ph
diagram that can act as a road map to unify the behavior
wide variety of experimental smectic systems yielding He
B, Hex-F, and Hex-I hexatic phases. Section II presents t
phase diagram and Sec. III contains a discussion of the
rent status of the Sm-A–Hex-B transition.

II. GENERALIZED SMECTIC-HEXATIC PHASE
DIAGRAM

The global phase diagram shown in Fig. 1 is intended
provide an overview of smectic-to-hexatic transitions invo
ing both Sm-A and Sm-C phases going to Hex-B and its
3015 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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3016 57Z. KUTNJAK AND C. W. GARLAND
tilted analogs Hex-F and Hex-I . In this diagram, the vertical
axis is T2TBOO, whereTBOO is the smectic-hexatic transi
tion temperature. The horizontal axis is a qualitative comp
sition variable denoted asX. For homologous series such a
n(10)OBC and TBnA,X is directly proportional to the value
of n, where nonintegral values such as 3.73~10!OBC repre-
sent a binary mixture of two adjacent homologs@containing
73 wt % 4~10!OBC in this case#. The slopedT/dX of the
Sm-A–Sm-C line is arbitrary, but the compounds exhibitin
a Sm-C phase are plotted atX values that properly represen
the temperature range of the Sm-C phase. The conventiona
names of the liquid crystals discussed in this paper are
fined in terms of their proper chemical names and structu
formulas in Table I. In both Figs. 1 and 2, the vertical line
are terminated at the top by the symbolN or I indicating
which of these phases lies at temperatures above the pos
of the horizontal bar. At the bottom of many of the vertic
lines here and in Fig. 2 the symbolsB, G, J, andK denote
the temperature at which the liquid crystal transforms
cooling into one of the plastic crystal forms Cr-B, Cr-G, Cr-
J, or the rigid crystal Cr-K.

Figure 2 is a detailed view of the region between tw
triple points: the Sm-A–Hex-B–Hex-F ~or Hex-I ! and Sm-

FIG. 1. Generalized phase diagram for smectic liquid cryst
that form hexatic phases on cooling. The vertical scale isT
2TBOO, where TBOO is the temperature for the smectic-hexat
transition. The horizontal scale is a loosely defined general com
sition variableX ~see text!. The light vertical lines represent the
range of stability for smectic and hexatic phases. The letters at
ends of these vertical lines denote the phases observed abov
SmA and below the hexatic phase. Solid phase transition lines
first order and dashed lines are second order. In the lower r
hexatic region, Hex-I is observed above the symbolJ and at lower
temperatures there is a Cr-J–Cr-G transition. In the absence ofJ,
the symbolG indicates that the hexatic phase is Hex-F, which
transforms into Cr-G at the indicated temperature.
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A–Sm-C–Hex-F ~or Hex-I !. In this region one sees a direc
Sm-A–to–tilted-hexatic-phase transition. It should be not
that the freezing into a plastic crystal phase is strongly
pressed near the Hex-B–Hex-F ~or Hex-I ! line. A possible
explanation for this phenomenon is the presence of sh
range Hex-F ~or Hex-I ! order in the Hex-B phase and short
range Hex-B order in the Hex-F ~or Hex-I ! phase, which
could perturb the system enough to interfere with the nuc
ation of a plastic crystal phase.

The order of the transitions is indicated with dashed lin
representing second-order transition lines and solid lines
noting first-order transition lines. Tricritical points are d
noted by open circles and the Sm-C–Hex-I critical point is
denoted by a filled circle. All known Sm
A–tilted-hexatic-phase transitions are first order. The beh
ior along the Sm-A–Sm-C line is well represented by ‘‘ex-
tended’’ Landau second-order transition theory@19#, and a
tricritical point is expected but not yet observed near the S
A–Sm-C–Hex-F triple point. ~A Sm-A–Sm-C Landau tric-
ritical point has, however, been observed in chiral syste
@20#.! As described in Sec. I, symmetry requires that S
C–tilted-hexatic-phase transitions must be first order, a
this first-order line can terminate in a critical point@3#. Such
a critical point has been observed in two systems@4,5# and
supercritical Sm-C–tilted-hexatic behavior has been o
served in 8OSI@4# and in 9OSI@21#.

Another type of phase behavior must also be conside
the first-order freezing of a Sm-A, Sm-C, or Hex-B phase
into the Cr-B plastic crystal phase. This can act to trunca
the observation of tilted-hexatic phases and is indicated
the presence of the letterB for a few systems in Figs. 1 an
2. Examples of this freezing into Cr-B are the Sm-A–Cr-B
transition in 4O.8@22#, the Sm-C–Cr-B transition in 4O.7
@23#, and the Hex-B–Cr-B transition in PHOAB@24,25# and
in many other recently studied materials@8,26–28# not in-
cluded in Figs. 1 and 2. Indeed, the phase diagram for bin
mixtures of 65OBC and 4O.8@29# exhibits Sm-A, Hex-B,
Cr-B, and Cr-E phases but no tilted-hexatic phases, and t
diagram corresponds closely to the middle of Fig. 1 with t
Cr-B phase region replacing that of the tilted hexatics a
tilted plastic crystals. It should be noted that there do
appear to be any cases of transitions between Cr-B and the
plastic crystals Cr-E, Cr-J, Cr-G, or any tilted hexatic phase

III. DISCUSSION OF Sm-A –Hex-B TRANSITION

The principal concern in this section is the behavior of t
Sm-A–Hex-B transition. Table II displays the basic informa
tion that is available for all the Sm-A–Hex-B systems known
to us. When high-resolution heat-capacity data are availa
they have been fitted with the power-law form

DCp5A6utu2aeff~11D1
6utuD!1Bc

6 , ~1!

where DCp5Cp2Cp ~background!, t5(T2Tc)/Tc is the
reduced temperature,aeff is the effective critical heat-
capacity exponent, andBc

6 is the contribution of the singula
free energy to the regular heat-capacity behavior.
second-order transitions,Bc

15Bc
2 is required andD is usu-

ally D1.0.5. A stepDBc5Bc
12Bc

2Þ0 is a signal of a first-
order discontinuity. For some of the fits given in the liter
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TABLE I. Listing of liquid-crystal compounds by common name, chemical name, and structura
mula. f denotes a phenyl ring.

Common Name Chemical name and formula

FLUn 1-~48-alkyloxyphenylamino!-3-~49-fluorophenyl!-
propen-1-one-3
F-f-COCHvCHNH-f-OCnH2n11

nmCOOBC n-alkyl-48-n-alkoyloxybiphenyl-4-carboxylate
CmH2m11-COO-f-f-COO-CnH2n11

nO.m N–~4-n-alkyloxybenzylidene!–48-n-alkylaniline
CnH2n11O-f-CHvN-f-CmH2m11

nmOBC n-alkyl–48-n-alkyloxybiphenyl–4-carboxylate
CmH2m11O-f-f-COO-CnH2n11

nOSI 4–~28-methylbutyl!phenyl–
48-n-alkyloxybiphenyl–4-carboxylate
CnH2n11O-f-f-COO-f-CH2-CH~CH3!-C2H5

PHOAB 4-propionyl–48-n-heptanoyloxy-azobenzene
C2H5-CO-f-NvN-f-COO-C6H13

PIRn 1–~48-alkyloxyphenylamino!–
3@59-~29-methylpirydil!#-propen-1-one-3
H3C-C6H3N-COCHvCHNH-f-OCnH2n11

RFLn 1-~48-fluorophenylamino!–
3~49-alkyloxyphenyl!-propen-1-one-3
CnH2n11O-f-COCHvCHNH-f-F

nSI 4-~28-methylbutyl!phenyl-
48-n-alkylbiphenyl-4-carboxylate
CnH2n11-f-f-COO-f-CH2-CH~CH3!-C2H5

TBnA terephthal-bis-~4-n!-alkylaniline
CnH2n11-f-NvCH-f-CHvN-f-CnH2n11
s
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he
ture ~see Ref.@6# for a review!, DBc[0 is maintained butD
is taken to be 0.75. Such a fitting procedure produce
rounded pseudostep inBc ~see Refs.@10# and@18# for further
details!. X-ray data on the intensity of the sixfold azimuth
in-plane modulationC6 can yield the effective critical expo
nentbeff since

C6;C;utubeff. ~2!

For the 3D-XY model,a520.007 andb50.345.
For the sake of completeness for the nmOBC se

@6,30–34#, Table II includes 4~10!OBC, which does not ex
hibit a Hex-B phase but undergoes a Sm-A–Hex-I transition
@33#. Theory invokingC-HBO coupling@13# has predicted a
Sm-A–Hex-B tricritical point near the Sm-A–Hex-B–Cr-E
triple point, but this has never been observed. The compo
1~10!OBC exhibits a direct Sm-A–Cr-E first-order transi-
tion, and a 1.75~10!OBC mixture seems to have a ‘‘secon
order’’ Sm-A–Hex-B transition just 0.82 K above the Hex
B–Cr-E freezing transition@30#. Another theory invoking
C-position order coupling@15# has predicted a Sm-A–Hex-B
tricritical point near the Sm-A–Hex-B–Cr-B triple point, but
this also has not yet been observed~perhaps because work o
Sm-A–Hex-B–Cr-B systems is very recent!. There is an ex-
perimentally implied Sm-A–Hex-B–Hex-F ~or Hex-I ! triple
point ~shown in Figs. 1 and 2!; such a triple point is consis
tent with the Defontaines-Prost theory, which couplesC to
molecular tilt order@3#. That theory predicts a pair of tric
ritical points: one along the Sm-A–Hex-B line and one along
the Hex-B–tilted-Hex~Hex-F or Hex-I ! line. Observation of
a

l

ies

nd

-

FIG. 2. Detailed view of the region between the Sm-A–Hex-
B–Hex-F ~or Hex-I ! and Sm-A–Sm-C–Hex-F ~or Hex-I ! triple
points. Solid phase transition lines are first order, dashed lines
second order, and the light vertical lines represent tempera
ranges over which the Sm-A and hexatic phases are stable. All t
tilted hexatic phases shown here are Hex-F except for
3.73~10!OBC and 4~10!OBC.



n further cooling, the Hex-B phase usually
fre meters for the excess heat capacityDCp areTc ,
a, absolute value ofTc , 60.03 foraeff and
6 itions,Tc corresponds to the best estimate of
th and found impossible.

Co /A1 DBc beff Refs.

45 .00 yesd @31#
65 1.18 0.250 @31,32#

0.09 0.157 0.19 @10,11#
65
1

.22 yes @32#

75 .10 yesd @31#
26 .10 yesd @6#
36 .08 yesd @31#
46 5, 1.30 yesd @6,31#
37 .28 yesd @31#
1. .97 yesd @30#
2~ 0, 1.11 yesd @30,31#
2. .04 yesd @30#
2. .16 yesd @30#
3~ 3, 1.41 ;0.18 @24,30,31,33#

360.1 0.200 @18#
3. .61 yesd @34#
3. – – @33#
4~ – – @33#
PH – – @24,25#
34 yes @26#
54 – – @27#
64 yes @26#
RF 0.15 @8#
FL @8#
PI 0.25 @8#
PI .39 0.18 0.20 @8,28#
PI .06 ? @28#

aF .
bF olution (;3 mK).
cN
dT 0, andBc

15Bc
2 . However, this empirical

co
eT
fF direct Sm-A–Hex-I transition with no Hex-
B
gT

3018
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TABLE II. A summary of available heat-capacity and hexatic order-parameter information in the vicinity of the Sm-A–Hex-B transition. O
ezes via a first-order transition into Cr-E or Cr-B, but a rigid crystal Cr-X of unknown structure has also been observed. The fitting para
A2/A1, andDBc in J K21 g21 where numerical values are available. The parameter uncertainties reported in the literature are60.2 K in the
0.08 forA2/A1 unless otherwise stated. ForC6(T)}uC(T)u data, only the effective exponentbeff is given. In the case of first-order trans
e first-orderT1 transition temperature. A dash in theaeff , A2/A1, andDBc column indicates that power-law fitting of the data was tried

mpounda
Crystal
phase Tc ~K!

Reported
order of
transition

Hysteresisb

~mK!
Gap used in

fit ~mK!
Est. min. gap
needed~mK! aeff A2

OBC Cr-E 345.425 2ndc 0.48 1
OBC Cr-E 340.44 2nd 50 ;50 0.60, 0.64

340.85 very weak 1st ;1 75 ;50 0.6560.05 1.096
OBC
10% 4O8

Cr-E 340.45 weak 1st 15 100 ;120 0.49 1

OBC Cr-E 337.525 2ndc 0.62 1
OBC Cr-E 373.17 2ndc 0.59 1
OBC Cr-E 348.54 2ndc 0.58 1
OBC Cr-E 340.41 2ndc 0.60, 0.49 1.2
OBC Cr-E 344.14 2nd cool ;40 ;60 0.56 1

75~10!OBC Cr-E 375.45 2nd cool ;60 ;78 0.58 0
10!OBC Cr-E 367.82 2nd cool ;60 ;88 0.64, 0.67 1.1
25~10!OBC Cr-E 360.645 2nd cool ;60 ;100 0.58 1
6~10!OBC Cr-E 350.77 2ndc cool ;60 0.58 1
10!OBC Cr-X 340.24~38!e 2nd cool 60 ;105 0.56, 0.59 1.3

339.63 weak 1st 14.6 375 ;260 coex. 0.6860.10 1.3
05~10!OBC Cr-X 339.0 1st? cool ;100 0.76 1
73~10!OBC Hex-I f–Cr-K 330.75 1st cool ;260 coex. ;260 –
10!OBC Sm-A–Hex-I f–Cr-K ;327.55 1st cool 610 coex. –
OAB Cr-B 361.59 1st cool ;320 coex. ;375 –
COOBC Cr-B 338.53 1st cool >150 coex. ;200 0.42, 0.87g

COOBC Cr-B 328.56 1st cool ;90 coex. –
COOBC Cr-B 331.05 1st cool >140 coex. ;200 0.48, 0.76g

L6 Cr-B 1st
U9 Cr-B
R5 Cr-B
R7 Cr-B 381.66 1st 340 200 0.1560.08 1
R9 Cr-B 385.38 2nd? 0 200 0.1860.08 1

or nmOBC a fractional value of n means mixture; e.g. 1.75~10!OBC is a mixture of n51 and n52 compounds with 75 wt % of the latter
or most nmOBC compounds, only cooling data are available, but it is reported in Ref.@6# that there is no hysteresis greater than the res
o experimental data or details are available, just the fitting parameters given in a table in Refs.@6# and @31#.
he entry ‘‘yes’’ with this footnote indicates the qualitative presence of a step because fitting was carried out with Eq.~1! usingD50.75,D1

6Þ
rrection term mimics a step~see Refs.@10,18#!. Unfortunately, Refs.@30–34# do not reportD1

6 values, but see footnote 17 in Ref.@30#.
he data close toTc and the fit parameters differ somewhat for Refs.@24,30,33#; see Ref.@18# for further details.
or the mixture of n53 and n54 with 73 wt % 4~10!OBC, the phase sequence in Sm-A–Hex-B–Hex-I –Cr-K. For pure 4~10!OBC, there is a
phase.
heseCp data were fit witha1Þa2.
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57 3019GENERALIZED SMECTIC-HEXATIC PHASE DIAGRAM
the latter is difficult since Hex-B–tilted-Hex lines seem to be
steep~large dT/dX! and freezing into a rigid crystal phas
can intervene. There are, however, Hex-B–Hex-F transition
lines near Sm-C–Hex-F –Hex-B and Hex-B–Hex-F –Cr-G
triple points @35,36#, which have not yet been studied
detail.

Now let us review the present status of the Sm-A–Hex-B
transition. Transitions that are described as probably first
der have been reported previously in PHOAB@24,25# and
3.73~10!OBC @33#, and definite first-order Sm-A–Hex-B
character has been observed in 34COOBC, 64COOBC@26#,
54COOBC@27#, and PIR7@28#. Except for 3.73~10!OBC, all
of these systems exhibit the Sm-A–Hex-B–Cr-B sequence.
Indeed, no second-order Sm-A–Hex-B transition is yet es-
tablished in systems with the Sm-A–Hex-B–Cr-B sequence.
PIR9 is the best presently known prospect@28# although the
Hex-B range of 9.25 K in PIR9 is not large compared wi
those in many nmOBC compounds@30#. All Sm-A–Hex-B
transitions in materials with the Sm-A–Hex-B–Cr-E se-
quence and 3~10!OBC, where the sequence is Sm-A–Hex-
B–Cr-X ~5Cr-K?!, have been reported by the Huang gro
as second order with anomalousCp exponentsaeff in the
range 0.48– 0.67~see Table II and Ref.@6#!. However, we
believe that both 65OBC@10# and 3~10!OBC @18# exhibit
weak first-order transitions with substantial pretransitio
wings. In the case of 3~10!OBC, two-phase coexistence
clearly established and the assignment of first order ins
of second order is easily incorporated into Figs. 1 and 2
putting the Sm-A–Hex-B tricritical point slightly to the left
of 3~10!OBC.

The greatest mystery is why a line of Sm-A–Hex-B tran-
sitions exhibit aeff values that do not fit into any simpl
universality class but seem close to Gaussian tricritical~a
50.5, b50.25, andg51! or Gaussian tetracritical~a5 2

3 ,
b5 1

6 , and g51!. Huang and co-workers@6,30,31# have
demonstrated that the width of the Sm-A phase range, i.e.
T1(I -A)2Tc(A– Hex-B!, and that of the Hex-B range,
Tc(A– Hex-B)2T1(Hex-B–Cr-E!, have no systematic effec
on the apparent critical Sm-A–Hex-B behavior. The latter
result implies thatC-HBO coupling is irrelevant.

A recent high-resolution calorimetric study of 65OB
@10# shows that the Sm-A–Hex-B transition in this prototypi-
cal and best-studied hexatic compound isvery weaklyfirst
order. The first-order character is small and subtle and wo
be very difficult to detect if the scan rate were too high. T
proposed explanation of this result for 65OBC wasquasi-
critical or quasitetracritical behavior based on auCu2

~strain! coupling between the BO amplitudeuCu and thein-
plane positional strain@10#. Such an order-parameter stra
~or density! coupling could generate a line of quasicritic
points that would be second-order points in the absenc
such coupling. Thus we propose that all Sm-A–Hex-B tran-
sitions are at least weakly first order with some smea
small latent heat effects rounding theCp peaks, as is seen i
essentially all Sm-A–Hex-B transitions that were previousl
described as second order. Thus we denote the Sm-A–Hex-B
transition asquasicritical in the sense of Bergman and Ha
perin @37#, who developed a strain coupling theory for th
quasicritical behavior of a compressible Ising model. This
indicated in Figs. 1 and 2 by question marks along the tr
r-

l
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sition line to the left of the putative Sm-A–Hex-B tricritical
point. In the absence of this coupling, the first-order lat
heat DH would decrease to zero at an isolated tricritic
point and remain zero along the subsequent second-o
line. However, a quasicritical system is always first ord
with DH decreasing rapidly to a very small value but r
maining nonzero. In such a situation, the pretransitionalCp
wings should be dominated by the multicritical point rath
than the underlying second-order fixed point@37#. See Ref.
@10# for a further discussion of weakly first-order quasicri
cal Sm-A–Hex-B transitions. It should be noted that in Re
@26# Mahmoodet al. speculate that the Hex-B phase may be
a fluctuation-induced phase sensitive to positional ord
Thus they suggest that the relative scarcity of the HexB
phase is due to the fact that either Cr-B or Cr-E can have a
lower free energy and preempt the hexatic.

The presence of significant short-range positional or
~in-plane correlational lengthsj i;200 Å! in hexatic phases
@7,8# is attested to by the very smallCp anomalies and tiny
latent heats associated with the Hex-B–Cr-E, HexB–Cr-B,
Hex-F –Cr-G, and Hex-I –Cr-J first-order freezing transi-
tions. Almost all the enthalpy associated with positional
der develops very close to the smectic-hexatic transition,
the achievement of true long-range positional order is s
nificant for x-ray or electron-diffraction studies but coun
for little in thermal studies.

The utility of Figs. 1 and 2 is to provide a road map f
considering all the coupling features that can play a roleC
coupled to HBO, tilt, Cr-B-like positional density, and in-
plane positional density. Note that if we disregard the
positionally ordered plastic crystals Cr-E, Cr-B, Cr-G, and
Cr-J for the moment and consider two order parameters—
tilt angle Q and the hexatic BOOC—there is a neat pattern
@3,38#. Sm-A hasQ5C50, Sm-C hasQÞ0, CÞ0 andC
is very small, Hex-B hasQ50, CÞ0, and Hex-F ~or Hex-
I ! hasQÞ0, CÞ0 andC is large.

We do not claim that Fig. 1 is a universal phase diagr
for all smectic-hexatic systems. As discussed at the end
Sec. II, there is a Sm-A–Hex-B–Cr-B alternative diagram in
which the Sm-A–Hex-B transitions are clearly first orde
~with the possible exception of PIR9!. In addition, recent
studies show that THI-n homologs~thienyl-enaminoketone
derivatives! exhibit Sm-C–Hex-F –Hex-B sequences and
Sm-C–Hex-F –Hex-B triple point@35#, and JTH-n homologs
~enaminoketone derivatives! exhibit the Sm-A–Hex-B–Hex-
F –Cr-G sequence for severaln and have a Hex-B–Hex-
F –Cr-G triple point@36#. These results suggest that the He
B–tilted hexatic line can also be located much further to
right than in Fig. 1~and with an opposite slopedT/dX!. It
should be noted that both these phase sequences are co
ible with the Defontaines-Prost model@3#.
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